At Huntsman Textile Effects, environment, health and safety (EHS) is a top priority. We are known for world-class product safety and sustainability. Our commitment to EHS is our foundation, and we are a contributing member of the ZDHC (Zero Discharge to the Environment) partnership. We are also a member of ETAD (European Textile and Apparel Trade Association) and TEGEWA (German Textile and Garment Association). We contribute to the ZDHC Roadmap to Zero Program and are dedicated to implementing bluesign® approved products to ensure the highest levels of safety and sustainability in our products. We are also a contributor to the ZDHC Roadmap to Zero Program and are dedicated to implementing bluesign® approved products to ensure the highest levels of safety and sustainability in our products.

Our commitment to EHS is reflected in our dedication to ethical and sustainable practices. We are a contributing member of ETAD (European Textile and Apparel Trade Association) and TEGEWA (German Textile and Garment Association). We contribute to the ZDHC Roadmap to Zero Program and are dedicated to implementing bluesign® approved products to ensure the highest levels of safety and sustainability in our products. We are also a member of the ETAD and TEGEWA, and we contribute to the ZDHC Roadmap to Zero Program. Our goal is to provide products that are safe, sustainable, and ethical, and we are committed to the ongoing improvement of our products and processes.
Providing the right protection for professionals who work in extremely harsh environments. Technical textiles used for personal protection have complex requirements. To satisfy the demands of both the highly critical products and the high performance, Huntsman Textile Effects provides innovative textile chemistry and solutions, besides true sales and technical support, to provide the complete package to the customer.

**COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE WHEN IT COUNTS THE MOST**

Safety is the right shade and expected at all times in critical situations. With a large variety of protective finishes for both woven and non-woven fabrics, Huntsman Textile Effects is geared to help you achieve a combination of performance requirements.

**PROFESSIONAL PROTECTION THAT LASTS**

Protective wear must keep the wearer both safe and comfortable while performing their duties in extreme situations. This calls for professional and sustainable protection that lasts.

**Putting protection into textiles**

Life-saving protection and comfort

- **Fire Damage Prevention**
- **Chemical Protection**
- **Ballistic Performance Upgrades**

Complete your end-to-end solution for protection effects with our high-performance protective finishes, such as flame retardants (FR), is essential in this rough and tough professional environment.

**COMPLETE AND PERFORMANCE WHEN IT COUNTS THE MOST**

Completeness is the right shade and expected at all times in critical situations. With a large variety of protective finishes for both woven and non-woven fabrics, Huntsman Textile Effects is geared to help you achieve.

**DURABILITY WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST**

Getting the right shade and expected at all times in critical situations. With a large variety of protective finishes for both woven and non-woven fabrics, Huntsman Textile Effects is geared to help you achieve.

**LIFTING COLORS AND COLOR BLOCKS FOR ENDURING WOOL LOOKS**

Still uniformly colored on both sides, the color 2017 technology keeps your expectation for customers at the top of the line.

**Complete end-to-end solutions for high-performance protection.**

With a full range of reliable and long-lasting protection effects, we help you offer solutions for daily challenges, from the school yard to the workplace.

**EVERYDAY PROTECTION YOU CAN COUNT ON**

With a change in shade and brightening protective effects, we help you offer solutions for daily challenges, from the school yard to the workplace.

- **Chemical Protection**
- **Ballistic Performance Upgrades**
- **Fire Damage Prevention**
- **Chemical Protection**
- **Ballistic Performance Upgrades**

With a full range of reliable and long-lasting protection effects, we help you offer solutions for daily challenges, from the school yard to the workplace.

**Personalized and approved**

Complete your end-to-end solution for protection effects with our high-performance protective finishes, such as flame retardants (FR), is essential in this rough and tough professional environment.